
●“The Decagon” event 

space

This event space has a 

distinctive large roof.

Various seasonal events 

will be held.

* Refer to P. 5
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■ The Green Park Area Provides a Setting for Activities with Family and Friends

The west side of the facility features the Green Park Area, an expansive 

outdoor space covering approx. 86,111 ft2 (8,000 m2).

The Green Park Area comprises three distinctive areas for “Encounters,”

“Relaxation,” and “Fun.” The area is designed to enable interaction between

visitors to the facility and members of the local community and serve as a space

for enriching lifestyles in keeping with the concept of a “connected mall” that

brings people together for

good times.

● Biotope

Based on the scenery of the 

Shonai River basin, the 

biotope offers a space to enjoy 

strolling in nature.

An eco-tour sponsored by 

TOHO GAS Co., Ltd. will 

operate in the biotope. 

● Lawn Zone

With an expansive, spacious feel, 

the lawn is perfect for relaxing 

picnics and other activities.

● Playground Zone

With a range of play equipment for 

children of all ages, the playground 

zone brings joy to children and 

fosters family connections.

◆BBQ PIT
The only preparation needed is to

carry the ingredients into a

specially prepared indoor kitchen.

The first BBQ PIT restaurant in

Aichi Prefecture offers guests a

smart yet casual BBQ.

◆RHC Ron Herman
Visitors can relax and enjoy a

meal on the terrace or spend time

shopping.

＊Refer to P. 6

The food court offers a rich variety

of dishes suitable for a casual

meal. Meals can be taken out and

enjoyed in the park.

＊Refer to P. 11
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Grand Opening Event

Halloween Event

Featuring the largest covered event space ever constructed at a LaLaport, the Decagon is an event

space at the center of the park. With an area totaling 9,687 ft2 (900 m2 ), it can host a variety of events

such as live concerts, exhibitions, and markets.

■ A Variety of Events for Connecting People with Other People and Experiences

＜Currently Planned Events＞

The distinctive large ten-sided 

roof allows events to be held in 

all weathers.

With permanent sound and 

lighting equipment, the stage is 

ready for various live 

performances.

The flat are of approximately 600 

m2 can be used to hold various 

events such as sports, markets, 

and exhibitions. 

*Details about how to use the event space and where to make an application are to be posted later on the facility’s website.

■Three Features of the Multipurpose Open-Air Event Space, The Decagon

(1) A distinctive large ten-

sided roof

(2) Sound and lighting 

equipment for outdoor events
(3) Approximately 6,458 ft2 

(600 m2) of flat space

■ September 28—Early October 2018 (planned)

■ Early October—Late October 2018 (planned)

The facility will hold events throughout the year on the themes of “Rest and Relaxation,” “Encounters

and Discoveries,” and “Learning and Interaction,” with a view to realizing the concept of a “connected

mall” that brings people together for good times.

A grand opening event with decorated relaxing spaces and presenting a 

variety of content including music, sports, and art.

A Halloween party offering more than a usual Halloween event for 

enjoyment by all ages.
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View of The Decagon

■ The Decagon

Christmas Event
■ Early December—Late December 2018 (planned)

An exciting Christmas at minato AQULS with illumination and other 

features.

＜Plan of The Decagon＞

*Roof diameter
34ｍ* 

* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

*Even titles and content are based on information at the planning stage. Actual event content may differ

In addition to the above, the Company is planning various events in collaboration with the community such
as markets on the themes of food education, handcrafts, and so forth, as well as joint events with local
media companies.
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